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Kerala ever enticing state, well known even across the world for its incredible nature attractions
available in it has become one of the prime tourist attractions of India. It has become a hot spot for
every nature lover to relish its dream experience. Kerala today is a top alluring tourist fancy
destinations of every fun seeker.

Gifted with rich natural wealth of rich flora and fauna the state is often considered to the tropical
paradise of the country. The sheer magic of the gleaming backwater and its traditional houseboats
plays an important role in the development of the state.

The state has a great link between its backwater and present civilization. The backwater, once upon
a time is the main source of development of the state. It plays as the means of transport and source
of livelihood for this remote state of Kerala which lies at the edge of the Malabar Coast in between
the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea.

The backwaters is the amazing gifted stretch of water bodies like lake formed by summing up all the
brackish small canals and lagoons along with 33 other rivers flowing down from the Western Ghats
covers almost the whole area of the state connecting every nook and corners even the most remote
areas of the state. Thus, it became one of the best means of transport through waterways.

Today, Kerala houseboat which were once upon a time use as the transport boat has become the
main attention of tourist across the globe. The intricate design and nature of the houseboat which
are made with the finest wooden planks of Anjali tree, coconut ropes and bamboo poles along with
palm leaves is also one of the main reason for attracting thousands and hundreds of tourist visitors.
The houseboats and backwater make the perfect blend of beauty and wonders of the state.

If you are looking forward for its experience, the houseboats in Kerala come under different
categories. Most of them are perfectly design to suit the needs and attention of the tourist with
elegant look and cozy rooms allotted according to its rate.

Alleppey, Kumarakom, Kasargod and Kochi are some of the popular sites which entertain every
tourist with its excellent services of houseboats. These plays have become a hot spot where
honeymooners, tour travelers and holiday makers nestle to enjoy the breathtaking backwater cruise
of Kerala.

Alleppey houseboats are some of the well known sought after houseboats by tourist for its
unbeatable possibilities offered with elegant, luxury and unlimited fun excitements. Some of the
possibilities that you can experience with its cruise are enjoyment of longest cruise on the
breathtaking shimmering ripples of backwater, host of adventure sightseeing, traditional food
delicious and traditional lifestyle of the country and villages.

Sealing on the tranquil palm fringe backwater amidst the thick groves of coconut plantations gives
awesome unforgettable memories which will linger in your memory for life time experience. Take a
trip and experience the mesmerizing multifaceted tour boats of Kerala and receive the best treat of
Kerala the land of Godâ€™s own country which is forever the jewel of India.   
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